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Out of all of the mobile trends this year, the biggest takeaway has to be this: it’s time to do mobile right. We’ve known for years that mobile is a must for our marketing strategies, but this year was finally the turning point for brands to realize that not all mobile is good mobile. That’s why for this year’s mobile year in review, we’re compiling some of our favorite blog posts that will help you think about not only what you can do with mobile, but what you should do with mobile. 

A Year Of Mobile In Review:
Our Top 10 Blog Posts of 2018

1 Let’s Stop the Native App Bribery

We saw quite a few brands turn to bribery this year to get consumers

to download their native mobile apps. But think about it...mobile

engagement is about so much more than just the download! 

The good news? Some new mobile tech can help increase adoption

and engagement–without wasting marketing dollars 

on a pricey bribe campaign.

2 What Makes a PWA Different than a Mobile-friendly Site?While at a glance, PWAs might seem simply seem like responsive websites, there are some underlying tech elements that make them so much more. Here’s how PWAs give you faster, lighter, more functionality-rich experiences than responsive websites.

9 We’re Ignoring the Most Obvious Way to 
Engage Our Employees
Between stuffed email inboxes and outdated intranets, 
employee communication and engagement can seem like 
an uphill battle. But it’s time to flip the script on employee 
engagement, and take advantage of the smartphones that 
your employees already have onhand. 

4 Your Guide to AMPs + PWAs
Two Google-championed mobile technologies, one incredible user experience. Accelerated Mobile Pages and Progressive Web Apps aren’t mutually exclusive–they can actually be combined to create a user experience that’s faster and more reliable than ever before.

3 This NFC News Could Transform Mobile Engagement
This was one of this year’s biggest mobile announcements. Apple 
integrated NFC-reading technology into its latest iPhones, which 
means the world of possibilities for mobile engagement just got a 
whole lot bigger. 

10 Teams Are Using Mobile to Enhance the Fan Experience

Engaging fans in-stadium is one thing, but what about the fans at home 

on the couch? The common denominator with these fan experiences isn’t 

just a shared love of the team–it’s the fact that they’re on their 

smartphones throughout the game! And teams that are capitalizing on 

mobile are the ones seeing major upticks in the fan experience. 

5 Meeting the Needs of Today’s Omnichannel Shoppers

No two shoppers’ paths to purchase are the same, which can complicate 

the idea of meeting them where they are with exactly what they need. But 

in today’s omnichannel world, there’s only one device that is at your 

shoppers’ side from pre-purchase to re-ordering–their smartphone.

8 eCommerce Best Practices for CPG Brands
With 81 percent of purchase decisions being made from home, a quick trip to the store looks more like a few scrolls and taps on our smartphones nowadays. In order to win in the online marketplace, CPG brands need to have a mobile commerce experience that’s ready to impress.

6 Why 5G is a Big Deal
5G is coming, and it’s going to do a lot more than just help you stream your favorite Netflix shows faster. This next-gen network will help pave the way for some big picture tech like automation, driverless cars, IoT, AR and VR, and more.

7 The Potential Behind Smart Packaging
With Apple bringing QR code and NFC-reading technology to their 
iPhones this year, it opens up a whole new world of possibilities for how 
brands can have their customers access mobile experiences. The industry 
that arguably has the most potential? CPG brands! Their product 
packaging can now serve as an activation point for rich mobile 
experiences with just a quick scan or tap. 
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